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About This Game

Ukrainian Ninja is a multiplayer platformer game for Windows. The Ninja shoots and slashes, using weapons sold by the trader
to clear each world. Jump, scale and fight like a ninja as you battle it out with multiple enemies and bosses. The Trader has

weapons to help you such as miniguns, rocket launchers, assault rifles, and even the classic ninja star. Each World ends with a
special Boss fight as a final hurdle, and then there are bonus rounds at the end.

- 8 Worlds to liberate
- 24 challenge bonus rounds

- Coop / Multiplayer Support (up to 16 players if wanted)
- Dedicated Server Availability

- Gamepad support

This is our 1st game as a team, and we hope you enjoy. We have taken all complaints and improved the game with them. If you
have any issues or complaints, PM one of us and we see what we can do. :)

ABOUT OUR TEAM

We are a group of friends that decided to make a game together, we have been modding for years before that for other games.
We all come from pretty much the same game, and joined up to make this game, and support the Ukraine. We decided the

name of the game because ninja's are cool, and we had a couple Ukraine's in the group (At the time, they have now since been
busy with their lives over the time of development, and our team has shrunk.) However we press on, and have completed our 1st

game. We are a team of 4 main members, that are working our best to provied the best entertainment for price. We hope you
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enjoy our game, and any questions can ask us anytime, we are really friendly :)
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Title: Ukrainian Ninja
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Michael Kissinger, Marco Hulden, Shaun Egan, Joshua Marks, Denys Ovsiannykov
Publisher:
Dragon Fire Games Inc
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0+ GHz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: A graphics card with shader model 3.0 support.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Ukrainian
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In this game we have:

 Following a blue sphere

 Looking into a mirror and then taking it of the wall

 Searching for objects that have appeared after I've already searched the whole room

 Making a choice (I think I didn't play attention and just picked one at random. Guess it was the right one)

 Burning Pictures and getting a key for it

 Quick time events that take repeat too much and aren't fun

 Too little control over the character most of the time

We don't have:

 A save system. have fun remembering the level name

 An in-game option menu, so no way to easily change the mouse senitivity

Overall not much fun. Went in expecting something like Factorio, turns out it has all of the boring set-up and none of the fun
automation.. So... Um.. What was the difference between the normal and the Director's Cut version? I mean, shouldn't there be
at least some form of nudity if in the description it does say "uncensored"? I feel kind of ripped off, even if the DLC was free.
Game's fun though, if you like jiggling plot, and non-linear plot curves.. This game at least doesnt crash if you have the settings
turned down. It is ok - not a ton of fun but something to pass the time. The real problem is that it is just slow to get to the
action.. Heroes of The West is a pretty great Red Orchestra mod. It adds a bunch of new stuff including, at least four new maps,
new factions and a good deal of new weapons. This mod pits the British Allies against the Germans in the western front. I would
definitely recommend this to any Red Orchestra fans, honestly I have yet to see any drawbacks!. This new indie game will really
test you and will have you using analytical skills that most games don't tap into. It's a nice change of mental scenery. I personally
think it's worth the money just to give your brain a workout. The first few levels are fast and easy, but the further you go the
harder it gets. If you are someone who doesn't like to give up or let a game beat you, this will keep you busy for a long time.
I set up a first impression video on YouTube if anyone wants to see the first 13 levels.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/HiddenLevelStart
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After Toaster-Oven told me that the game development was finished I decided to install it again and I gave it a second try. My
conclusion:

Nice graphic style
Just 3 scenarios to play
Very generic wave shooter
All the features that the devs said would be in the game are not included.
Boring... very boring

Not recommended.. Bottom line at the top: Its an FMV game so its automatically going to be an unconventional game but this
one is especially so. It probably won't be for everyone but if your a fan of FMV or mystery games in general I'd say def check
this one out!

Pros
--------------------------------------------
-Unique "game" (more on this later) experience.
-It's FMV so it has a nostalgia factor for me.
-I liked the actress.
-Intriguing story that makes you want to uncover more.

Meh.
--------------------------------------------
-It's debatable as to how much this is actually a "game". There is no real conclusion or climax to the story. Your left to form
your own opinion as to what really happened and if you look online you'll see there is a lot of debate among those who played.
-I think it was hard to follow the story line at times just because of how much jumping around between clips there can be.
-Currently $6 for 4.5 hours of game play. Not bad but I prefer a better ratio.

Cons
--------------------------------------------
-Can't score all achievements without winning a meaningless mini-game.
-It felt like this concept could have been taken further.
-Some clips are so short or obtuse that the only way most people will find all of them is to use a walkthrough, which I did for the
last few. Even with a walkthrough the process involves literally typing every word on the list. Overall this ends up just being
frustrating as you want to know what all the clips are and get all the achievements after spending so much time investigating the
clips.
-Currently $6 for 4.5 hours of game play. Not bad but I prefer a better ratio.

This reminded me a lot of Stories Untold (another great game experience you should def check out!). I've played many good
and bad FMV's and I'd put this on the good-er part of the spectrum. Overall I recommend it just for its uniqueness and story. I
picked it up on sale for a lot cheaper so if your planning on giving this a try I would recommend looking for a sale.. This story
was decent, and I liked it. I did feel that it was short, and I feel that a few choices were cut prematurely. I feel that story had a
LOT more potential than what was used. I hope that there will be a follow-up, and that more will be done with it. Overall, I'm
going to give this a 7\/10.. the best thing about this mod is you can kill yankees as a german......
10/10 remove burger. Although I recommend this game for its fun and unique storytelling, I must include a word of warning.

This game is short. Although you'll undoubtably have to play it through four or five times before you see everything, it's still a
very short game with little content. The creatures are stereotypical of this genre, but you must remember this is based on an old
novel from the days of D&D. We didn't have the crazy monsters which we have now.

I'm not sure if the game is worth the money I paid, even if that amount was lower due to a Steam sale. I expected this game to be
as long as a Tolkien novel with thousands of different paths and events. This is more like a single chapter.

In the end, I do recommend it for a quick play through, but wish I had referenced the game before purchasing. At least to the
game's credit it offers a free-roaming option so that I may re-read every possible option without fighting.. I cannot not rate this
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high enough.
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